15 best autobiographies everyone should read at least once - autobiographies teach us about the struggles in life and the emotions the authors went through here re 15 best autobiographies that will inspire your life, 19th century actor autobiographies clara morris by - the complete text of 19th century actor autobiographies, narrative of the life of frederick douglass - the impassioned abolitionist and eloquent orator provides graphic descriptions of his childhood and horrifying experiences as a slave as well as a harrowing record of, authorama public domain books - wordburn wrd bmn n inflammation or blistering of the brain caused by overexposure to direct words all the classic literature featured on this site as well, teacher resources books classroom supplies more - shop scholastic teacher express for discounted resources and sales on books ebooks boxed sets guides classroom supplies and other resources for the classroom, 10 classic books that have been banned mental floss - from the bible to harry potter some of the world s most popular books have been challenged for reasons ranging from violence to occult overtones in honor, june carter cash american singer and actress - june carter cash june carter cash american singer songwriter and actress who was a leading figure in country music especially noted for her work with, 100 free audio books you should have read by now - with so much school work to do it may seem impossible to get any extra reading in but luckily there are free audio books available to help you out, african american history thoughtco - discover the people and events that shaped african american history from slavery and abolitionism to the harlem renaissance and civil rights movement, 25 famous authors favorite books mental floss - one key to being a good writer is to always keep reading and that doesn t stop after you ve been published here are 25 authors favorite reads who, american sniper memorial edition by chris kyle scott - auto suggestions are available once you type at least 3 letters use up arrow for mozilla firefox browser alt up arrow and down arrow for mozilla firefox browser, revolution song a story of american freedom by russell - from the author of the acclaimed history the island at the center of the world an intimate new epic of the american revolution that reinforces its meaning for today, 70 celebrities who published a best seller stacker - this story is a compilation of celebrity books and memoirs that all made the new york times best seller list every star has a story to tell and these books delve, 75 inspirational books that can change your life youqueen - if you are looking for something good to read look no further here is a must read list of 75 inspirational books that will change your life, the catcher in the rye a teaching unit - 4 dear guardian in one week we will begin our unit on the novel the catcher in the rye by j d salinger this is the classic coming of age novel that explores such, film sub genres types and hybrids filmsite org - film sub genres types and hybrids these are some of the most common and identifiable film sub genres types and hybrids, jazz and the african american literary tradition freedom - freedom s story is made possible by a grant from the wachovia foundation freedom s story advisors and staff jazz and the african american, henry james biography and works search texts read - henry james 1843 1916 noted american born english essayist critic and author of the realism movement wrote the ambassadors 1903 the turn of the screw 1898, shirley maclaine biography facts britannica com - shirley maclaine shirley maclaine american actress and dancer known for her portrayals of eccentric characters and her interest in mysticism she won an oscar for, all resources a z libguides at indiana university - this guide contains a full list of electronic resources organized by name.